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Please note that accessory specifications, colour, price and availability are correct at time of going to print (November 2016), but can be subject to change without prior notification. 

RUGGED PACK ONLY £799.00 FITTED
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1. Chromed door handle 
cover set 

2. Chromed side body 
moulding set

3. Chromed effect, bright 
silver rear moulding

CHROMED STYLING  
PACK ONLY  £299.00 FITTED

Car shown fitted with Rugged Pack and accessorised with ‘Mojave’ alloy wheels

MUST HAVE ACCESSORIES
The addition of the tough, handsome accessories in our Rugged Pack add extra protection 
and even more road presence to your new SX4 S-Cross.

Make your new SX4 S-Cross even more standout by adding a touch 
of chrome, or three.

1. Front guard/skid plate

2. Rear guard/skid plate

3. Side body moulding set, black

SCROS-ACCBR-00B
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CITY PACKDEFINE YOUR SX4 S-CROSS
Here at Suzuki, we don’t just deliver cars that look good and feel good to drive; we also offer an impressive range of 
practical and stylish accessories to go with them. Find your favourites and add your own definitive touches to your 
new SX4 S-Cross. To see the full range, visit suzuki.co.uk/cars/accessories 1. Carpet mat set

2. Foldable luggage bag 

3. Rear parking sensor kit*

1. Rear bumper load area 
protector - black 

2. Alloy wheel ‘Mojave’ black/
polished finish 

3. Rear upper spoiler

4. Rear guard/skid plate

5. Side moulding set, black

6. Door sill trim set, aluminium

7. Cargo tray, lightweight

8. Rear bumper load area 
protector, aluminium

9. Carpet mat set 

10. Front guard/skid plate

11. Flexible mud flap set, rear 

12. Multi roof rack and bicycle 
module
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2 £299.00 FITTED

PROTECTION 
PACK

1. Rubber mat set 

2. Rear bumper load area protector, black

3. Cargo tray, lightweight

4. Flexible front mud flap set 

5. Flexible rear mud flap set
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ONLY £279.00 FITTED

*sensors supplied in black

Keep your new SX4 S-Cross in tip-top 
condition for even longer with our 
practical Protection Pack.

Our smart City Pack contains just the sort of accessories you need to 
get the most out of urban driving.

ONLY

Car shown fitted with Protection Pack and 
accessorised with ‘Mojave’ alloy wheels, side 

moulding set and rear upper spoiler
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